BORGES: Dawson Might Surprise A Lot of People, And Ward
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Will there be a "scale fail" on fightnight, will Dawson be drained down the stretch against Ward?
Or will he buck the odds and pull off the upset against the 168 pound ace?

Gary Shaw, being a promoter, was promoting Chad Dawson’s fight with super middleweight
champion Andre Ward the best way he could this week.
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“Can you believe the 175-pound champion of the world is a 3-1 underdog?’’ Shaw asked
rhetorically.

Well, since he’s being asked to fight Ward at 168 pounds, yes I can.

Were Ward coming up to light heavyweight one could easily find ways to make a strong
argument for Dawson but he’s going DOWN to Ward’s division, couldn’t break an egg with a
hammer in either division and is meeting UP with Ward in Ward’s hometown of Oakland, Ca.
Any chance he’ll let them tie his feet together, too?

The last time Dawson ventured into someone else’s home territory is the only time he’s been
beaten, losing a 11-round technical decision to then WBC light heavyweight champion Jean
Pascal at the Bell Centre in Montreal. That fight was stopped with Pascal in serious trouble and
being rocked by Dawson just before Pascal head butted his way to the scorecards.

Ward’s unlikely to take such a dastardly route because when your nickname is SOG (Son of
God) how could you? But Ward’s skills are far more formidable than Pascal’s, especially at 168
pounds, so why would Dawson accept such a weighty challenge at a time when he held both
the WBC and RING magazine light heavyweight championships?

Well, because boxing is a business and to make big money Chad Dawson had to lose weight.
So it goes in boxing but will it matter?

The traditional road would have been for Ward to move up from the 168-pound division to
challenge the 175-pound champion but he knew he didn’t have to do any such thing. Ward had
a number of ways to get paid a reasonable purse for his next title defense but no way to get
what Dawson has brought him – which is a chance to gain some of the recognition he has long
deserved but received little of despite being an Olympic gold medalist and one of the half dozen
best pound-for-pound fighters in the country, if not the world.
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For Dawson, on the other hand, this was about maximizing his income while at the same time
putting both himself and his sport in the spotlight. It was, to be frank, a calculated risk, one
Dawson took willingly because he believes not only that losing seven pounds will not drain him
but also that his superior boxing skills will serve him well even against the best super
middleweight in the world.

“I wanted to fight him,’’ Dawson said this week. “I wanted to go down to 168 for the last year or
two. I have no trouble making the weight. I believe in my skills.’’

Well he should, but will they be blunted by the draining effort to get to 168? While Dawson will
likely rehydrate himself back to 180 pounds or so after the weigh-in, the cost of the effort to pare
off seven pounds can often be severe, especially late in a fight.

To his advantage is something that has in the past been a disadvantage however, which is
Dawson’s tendency not to fight with blistering enthusiasm. To say he is a defensive fighter who
limits his exposure to harm’s way would be an understatement but in this case it would seem to
be one way to conserve his energy and counter-balance what he may have given up physically
to reach 168. In this case, the race may go not to the swift but to the plodding.

Ward, on the other hand, will try to push the pace and hope to dismantle Dawson the way he
stunningly did Carl Froch in December. But while Froch is a tough pedestrian practitioner of
boxing’s dark arts, Dawson (31-1, 17 KO) is a brilliant boxer who seldom puts himself in a
position to be hit by a combination so the job will be more complicated unless exhaustion
intervenes.

Even as wily a veteran as the aging Bernard Hopkins could find no way to get to Dawson in
what was an easy victory for Dawson in April despite one judge blindly calling a one-sided fight
a draw. So will Ward be able to reach him?
That, like the effects of Dawson’s weight loss, remains a mystery for another 24 hours but the
fear is both fighters are such technicians that nothing may happen, a situation that would make
weight loss insignificant and the fight disappointing.

Shaw, being a promoter, doesn’t see it that way and neither does the undefeated Ward (25-0,
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13 KO).

“We didn’t pick Chad because we saw weaknesses,’’ Ward has said. “We picked Chad because
he’s the best in his division and I’m the best in my division. When’s the last time two fighters in
separate divisions met because they were the best?’’

Good question but will a depleted Dawson be at his best?

“Saturday night I will walk out as super middleweight champion of the world,’’ Dawson insists. “ I
did everything I said I would to make the weight. Now it's time to fight. I am an underdog in this
fight and I understand that but I’m looking to take my career to the next level just like he (Ward)
is."

To do it, he had to take his weight to the previous level. If the price of that is not too high, Chad
Dawson may surprise a lot of people Saturday night, including Andre Ward.

Comment on this article
ali says:
Chad made 168 with no problem as I expected now its time for him to show the naysayers
what's up. Ward thought he was going to get a weight drain Dawson but that isn't the case I
don't want to here any excuses from Ward camp or fans.
dino da vinci says:
[QUOTE=ali;19715]Chad made 168 with no problem as I expected now its time for him to show
the naysayers what's up. Ward thought he was going to get a weight drain Dawson but that isn't
the case I don't want to here any excuses from Ward camp or fans.[/QUOTE]
I've been hearing the same thing all over Vegas. The weight is a nonissue. Both men deserve
high praise for taking on such a difficult opponent. Ought to be a heck of a chess match. Enjoy.
Radam G says:
It is just pre-fight talk. The weight is an issue. SOG is gonna PacWHUP SBC. Holla!
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brownsugar says:
I've always wondered how the Hulk was able to put on so much weight whenever lifes
circumstances forced Bruce Banner to become a little too Salty to endure.
I mean,....Banner weighed about 180 - 200lbs but when he transformed into the Hulk Banners
Body somehow absorbed another 600- 1000lbs.
Where did the additional weight and unfathomable strength come from?
I could see if Banner turned Green at an "All You Can Eat" Buffet. That would explain how he
gained the additional molecular mass.
But other than emoting a lot of facial discomfort during the transformation.... The weight issue is
never explained.
Probably because there is no law of physics that can back up the "Hulk Gamma Ray Mutation
Theory" and paying a writer to invent a proper explanation about the weight gain is just way too
expensive.
Ever since DAWSON VS WARD was announced,.. Dawson has been asserting that the "Hulk
Gamma Ray Mutation Theory" now Works in reverse.
Dawson contends that as he decends from 175lbs to the 168lbs class he will be the bigger man
and carry the greater strength......
"I have all the advantages", claims Dawson..... Chad must be thinking...... "Whatever you do
Ward,.. don't make me Angry,.. You won't like me when I'm angry".
He wants Ward to believe that because of some incomprehensible Cosmic Conundrum,
Dawson will still be able to transfer all the strength he had as a lightheavy weight into a
supermiddleweights body.
I submit to you that when both Chad and Ward stepped off the scales yesterday,... They were
both are the same size.
Yes Dawson is longer and leaner is some areas where Ward is thicker and stubbier in others...
but after you put away the measuring tape, and measuring equipment, they both were
theoretically the same size.
Both boxers weighed in at the same mass.
Dawson may rehydrate to higher weight, but how much of that rehydration will function as
"recovery weight" (healing the body from extreme weight loss as opposed to adding strength
because the body needs to replace lost and damaged Biomass)?
Dispite Dawsons well cultivated boxing skills he will still be fighting in a weight class that
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performs at a "higher frequency" than Light Heavies do,.. sure the slight difference in pace is
only infantestimal, but in a sport like boxing a mere fraction of a second advantage can be
cruicial.
I've followed Dawson for years and he's one of my favorites... but when he enters the ring
against Ward, he should be the one worrying whether or not Ward is angry,... cause I don't think
he'll like Ward when he's angry.
Expect a good fight, and may the best man win.
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